
July 9, 2017 

To the Public Utilities Commission of the State of Minnesota 

Re:  CN-14-916 and PPL-15-137 

On behalf of the residents and land owners on and near Shallow Lake, near Warba, Minnesota, and by 

approval of the Shallow/Sand Lake Association Board, we wish to express our concern regarding the Line 

3 Replacement Project, particularly the abandonment of the decaying Line 3. 

By Enbridge’s admission in the draft environmental Impact statement (D-EIS) that Enbridge filed with 

the Minnesota Public Utilities, “longer term impacts are caused by the continued presence of 

undiscovered legacy contamination that may exist surrounding the existing pipeline, as well as the 

potential hazards associated with the aging of the abandoned pipe.  These impacts include soil and 

water contamination, the ability of the pipeline to serve as a water conduit, subsidence due to the 

failure over time of the pipeline and the loss of buoyancy control for the pipeline.”   

Shallow Lake, a part of the Mississippi watershed, is located in southeastern Itasca County and covers an 

area of 540 acres with a maximum depth of 85 feet.  It has good clarity and low algae levels , is known 

for bass fishing and pan fish, and enjoyed for boating, swimming and other watersports.   A portion of 

the east shore is wetland and bog, but most of the shoreline is ringed by modest year-round homes and 

cabins.  Shallow Lake has one inlet from wetlands on the north west side of the lake and one outlet on 

the east side.  The pipeline corridor runs across the northern side of Shallow Lake, a portion of it through 

wetlands within 80 to 100 feet of the shoreline, in effect through the waters of Shallow Lake. 

We understand from the D-EIS that the current Line 3 is in grave condition and the concerns of 

accidental release having ‘the most exposure’ is in keeping the existing Line 3 in place.  It remains 

unclear as to how a deteriorated Line 3 would handle the removal of the oil, cleaning, disconnecting and 

segmenting of the pipeline, as proposed.  There is no specific plan within the D-EIS that states how 

Enbridge will manage a contaminated site other than ‘Enbridge has indicated that it would. . .”  The D-

EIS states that “mitigation measures, or clean-up, would be handled in collaboration with the 

authorities, or cities and their residents, of the area where potential failure occurs. 

Based on the information in the D-EIS, the Shallow/Sand Lake Association requests that Line 3 be 

removed from the corridor running across the north side of the lake from Shallow Lake Road to Warba, 

from proximity to wetlands to the west that drain into Shallow Lake and any area where deterioration of 

Line 3 would threaten the health of the lake.     

We appreciate the opportunity to give input to an issue, the abandonment of an oil pipeline, which has 

little or no precedent in our country and encourage the Public Utilities Commission and all state entities 

to pursue this with great caution. 

Shallow/Sand Lake Association Board, Itasca County, MN                                                                                       

Paul Durkee, Tim Scherkenbach, Jan Bilden, Fay Klande, Andrea Heldt, Katie Thompson, Shirley Foust 



  


